Planar contact geometry for far-infrared germanium lasers
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We demonstrate operation of p-Ge far-infrared lasers with a planar contact geometry. The smallest laser crystal with this geometry has a maximum pulse length of 22 µs, which is 10% longer than the pulse length of comparably doped lasers with the traditional contact geometry. Calculations of the electric field distribution show that the fraction of active crystal volume for this new geometry is ~four times larger than that of traditional geometries. Experiments and calculations reveal that in the planar design, the minimum applied voltage necessary for lasing decreases when the crystal geometry approaches a flat planar structure. This is due to a significant increase of the total electric field caused by the Hall effect.

A number of important applications exist for a compact, tunable, continuous-wave far-infrared (FIR) laser. For instance, astronomers need such a coherent source for high-resolution heterodyne spectroscopy of star-forming regions to determine chemical constituents, their distribution, and temperature redistribution. 1 A promising device for such applications is the p-Ge laser operating with a hole population inversion. So far this device only works in a pulsed mode because the injected electrical power causes heating of the laser crystal above the maximum operating temperature in a few microseconds. Our objective is to achieve continuous-wave (cw) operation so that such a laser can be operated efficiently aboard satellites or high-altitude airborne observatories.

The p-Ge hole inversion laser operates near liquid helium temperatures in a perpendicularly crossed electric field \( E \) and magnetic induction \( B \). Between a minimum and maximum \( E/B \) ratio, a population inversion is created between the light and heavy hole bands. In Ge:Be lasers this population inversion occurs under the condition \( 0.7 \text{kV}/(\text{cmT}) \leq E/B \leq 2.0 \text{kV}/(\text{cmT}) \). 2 Far-infrared stimulated emission originates from transitions of holes between the light and heavy hole band or between light hole Landau levels. Because of the hole current necessary for operation, a large amount of resistive heating occurs. This increases the acoustic phonon density and at a certain temperature destroys the population inversion necessary for lasing. As a consequence p-Ge lasers currently must be operated in a pulsed mode.

Traditional p-Ge laser designs have two opposing \( p^+ \)-doped crystal faces completely covered with gold acting as ohmic contacts. These ohmic contacts also serve to connect the laser to a heat sink. However, the heat transfer is not efficient enough to allow cw operation. In order to reach cw operation, the ratio of input power to cooling surface must be reduced. This can be achieved by shrinking the crystal size. 3,4 Recent studies have demonstrated operation of p-Ge lasers with volumes as small as 0.5 mm³. 5 This study reported a maximum duty cycle of 2.5%, showing that additional improvement is necessary.

A further issue which was not addressed in Refs. 3 and 5 is the uniformity of the total electric field throughout the laser crystal volume. The total electric field \( E_T \) is the vector sum of the electric field generated by the externally applied voltage \( U \) and the Hall field from the applied magnetic induction \( B \) and the motion of the holes. The magnitude and orientation of \( E_T \) therefore depend strongly on \( U, B \), the free carrier velocity, the laser crystal geometry, and the contact geometry. Detailed calculations have shown that only a fraction of the volume has the proper \( E_T \). 6 Experimental results have shown that increasing the electric field uniformity results in a narrowing of the laser line. 7

The electric field uniformity turns out to be important for several reasons. First, the electric field determines the degree of Landau level mixing between light and heavy holes. 8 Electric field variations within the laser crystal will result in several laser transitions with different energies, and gain will not be maximized for one particular frequency. Second, the light hole lifetime is dependent on the crystallographic orientation of \( E_T \). 9 Variations in the electric field will cause the light hole lifetime to change throughout the crystal. Finally, if the minimum \( E_T \) necessary for lasing is only met in a fraction of the laser crystal, the optically active volume is also only a fraction of the total, even though the entire crystal generates heat.

To evaluate the electric field uniformity we have solved the Poisson equation \( \Delta \Phi = 0 \) for this geometry with a finite difference technique considering the boundary conditions for those geometries in two dimensions. 10 The space charge was assumed to be zero. The two ohmic contacts were fixed at potentials \( \Phi_1 \) and \( \Phi_0 \). The other metal-free crystal surfaces have to comply with tangential current flow and the boundary conditions set by the Hall effect. With the vector \( \mathbf{n} \) normal to the crystal surface, the current condition can be introduced by \( \mathbf{J} \cdot \mathbf{n} = 0 \). For a magnetic field in the \( z \) direction the Hall effect leads to a relation for the electric field components in the \( x \) and \( y \) direction. \( E_x = \partial \Phi / \partial x \) and \( E_y = \partial \Phi / \partial y \) are then a function of the tangent of the Hall angle \( \alpha_H \). In the calculation the maximum Hall angle given by \( \alpha_H = \arctan(\pi/2) \approx 60^\circ \) was used which occurs for \( E/B = 0.96 \text{kV}/(\text{cmT}) \). 11

The laser sample was not connected to a heat sink so that...
an adiabatic heating process holds. Due to the high heat conductivity of Ge no thermal gradients are expected inside the laser. We therefore assume a position-independent mobility throughout the sample for our calculations. A detailed description of the theoretical model and potential and electric field line patterns are presented elsewhere.

Figure 1(a) shows the percentage of the Ge laser crystal volume with $E_T$ uniform to within ±0.5% as a function of the ratio of distance $d$ between electrical contacts of the laser to length $L$ in the direction of the Hall field, as obtained by finite-difference calculations. The value of ±0.5% used for Fig. 1 is chosen based on the distance between two heavy hole anticrossing points for the same light hole Landau level at $B = 0.7 \, \text{T}$. The percentage of the laser crystal with a uniform electric field reaches a maximum when the ratio $d/L$ is either large or small, and is minimum when the ratio lies between 0.5 and 2. Unfortunately, recent experimental studies have focused on lasers with near-square cross sections ($d/L = 1$).

To increase the electric field uniformity, it is desirable to investigate laser designs with very large or very small $d/L$ ratios. Figure 1(b) shows the calculated $E_T$ in the center of the laser crystal for an externally applied bias field of 1 kV/cm and $\alpha_p \approx 60^\circ$. For $d/L \leq 0.5$, the electric field in the center of the laser is equal to the externally applied electric field. At a high $d/L$ ratio, the Hall field plays a large role which means that the required $E_T/B$ ratio can be achieved for a lower applied voltage and lower input power. However, this geometry has small electrical contact areas and a large distance between contacts. Since the heat sinks are attached to the electrical contacts, this design is disadvantageous for effectively cooling the laser.

To obtain a large $d/L$ ratio, we have fabricated lasers with planar contact geometries as shown in Fig. 2(a). This design provides a relatively large contact size while allowing a large distance between contacts. The ohmic electrical contacts were oriented with the [001] direction normal to the contact surface. The magnetic field was pointed in the [110] direction, and the light was measured in the [110] direction perpendicular to $B$.

Ge single crystals were grown from a melt doped with the double acceptor beryllium in a vacuum atmosphere using the Czochralski technique. The crystals were characterized with variable temperature Hall effect to determine the shallow acceptor and compensating donor concentrations. Lasers were fabricated by cutting the crystals with an ID saw and lapping the surfaces with 600 and 1900 grit SiC to create parallel crystal surfaces to within 30 arcsec. The lapped surfaces were polished etched in a 4:1 HNO$_3$:HF or a 7:2:1 HNO$_3$:HF:fuming nitric mixture. The Ge crystals were ion implanted on one surface with boron at a dose of $1 \times 10^{14} \, \text{cm}^{-2}$ with 0.7 T, close to the optimum sensitivity of the Ge:Al photoconductor is composed of Ge:Al immersed in liquid helium. The broadband laser emission was measured by a Ge:Al photodetector at 90 cm$^{-1}$ and repetition rates $1 \text{ Hz–1 kHz}$. The circuit was designed to act as a constant voltage source during the pulse [Fig. 2(a)]. The sample resistance varies by only a few percent during the pulse which results in a similarly shaped, square current pulse. However, the optical pulse has a decay time due to heating, similar to laser pulse shapes obtained previously. The magnetic field was applied with two $20 \times 10 \times 10 \, \text{mm}^3$ NdFeB permanent magnets with remanent magnetization $B_R = 1.2 \, \text{T}$ separated by a distance of 3 mm which results in a magnetic induction of $B = 0.7 \, \text{T}$ across the laser crystal. No external resonator cavity was used because the high refractive index of Ge allows operation using only the polished crystal surfaces as mirrors for internal reflections.

The laser emission was measured by a Ge:Al photoconductor immersed in liquid helium. The broadband laser emission is typically found in the frequency range from 70 to 90 cm$^{-1}$ at $B = 0.7 \, \text{T}$, close to the optimum sensitivity of the Ge:Al detector at 90 cm$^{-1}$. Since the photoconductor is completely bleached by the laser radiation, it cannot be used to measure the output power accurately. Assuming a typical efficiency for germanium lasers of 0.1%, the output power can be estimated at $\lesssim 1 \, \text{W}$.

Two lasers were fabricated from the same Ge crystal with a Be acceptor concentration of $7 \times 10^{13} \, \text{cm}^{-3}$. Both lasers had an intercontact distance of 1 cm, however, laser A had a volume 4.2 times larger than laser B (see Table I). Not surprisingly, the maximum repetition rate was five times that of laser A.
larger for the smaller laser (B). However, the maximum pulse length of laser B was also 29% larger than for laser A. To first order one would expect that laser B would have a shorter pulse length because the smaller crystal size would lead to a smaller amplification.

The intensity of both lasers under an applied magnetic induction of 0.7 T was measured as a function of applied voltage. The normalized result is shown in Fig. 2(b). Laser B starts emitting at a lower threshold voltage, and can be operated at a lower electrical input power. This decreases the heating of the laser and explains the larger pulse length of the smaller crystal.

The electric field for the geometries of lasers A and B was calculated using the same finite difference method as for Fig. 1. The Hall angle, which is used as a boundary condition in the calculation, was used as a variable in Fig. 3(a). This calculation shows that for all Hall angles, \( E_y \) in the center of laser B will be larger than for laser A for the same applied bias. Laser B will reach the minimum electric field necessary for population inversion at a lower applied voltage than laser A.

Figure 3(b) shows the volume of laser crystal with an electric field within \( \pm 0.5\% \) of the value in the center of the crystal. This calculation used a geometry with the same length \( L \), width \( w \), and distance between contacts \( d \) as laser B as a function of height \( h \). A Hall angle of 60 degrees was used. There are two countering effects: as the height is increased from zero, the volume of uniform electric field increases because the total volume of the laser increases. At these low heights the field disturbance from the electrical contacts dominates the uniformity. The field disturbance penetrates into the center of the laser crystal to a distance of approximately one contact length, limiting the fraction of laser crystal with uniform volume to \( \sim 60\% \). With further height increase the uniformity decreases further because of the asymmetric device geometry and the complex pattern of the Hall components on the Ge boundary surfaces. This results in a peak in the total volume with uniform electric field at around 2 mm thickness, which is close to the geometry of laser B. From this calculation the fraction of laser crystal with a uniform electric field in laser B is 36%, which is much larger than the typical values for the near-cubic crystals used in Ref. 5 as seen from Fig. 1(a).

In summary, we have demonstrated operation of far-infrared \( p \)-Ge lasers with a new planar contact geometry. Finite difference calculations show that this geometry can result in a very uniform electric field distribution. Emission from lasers with this new design has shown a maximum pulse length of 22 \( \mu s \), exceeding the largest previously reported in the literature for a laser of the same doping concentration.

Operation of \( p \)-Ge lasers in a planar geometry opens the door to many designs which will offer improved cooling possibilities. Lasers may be fabricated with an optically active doped layer on an undoped substrate, which would provide a heat sink with no thermal interface. Since the diffusivity of the triple acceptor \( Cu \) in Ge is high, these layers could easily be fabricated by diffusing \( Cu \) into ultrapure Ge at 700 °C to some limited depth. The diffusivity of \( Be \) and \( Zn \) are too low to make this method of fabrication practical for double-acceptor doped lasers. However, several hundred \( \mu m \) thick layers of \( Be \)-doped Ge could be grown on an undoped substrate by liquid phase epitaxy. We expect that the combination of increased electric field uniformity and cooling offered by this laser design will lead to cw operation in the near future.
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**TABLE I. Properties of lasers used in this study.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laser</th>
<th>( L ) (mm)</th>
<th>( w ) (mm)</th>
<th>( h ) (mm)</th>
<th>( t_{\text{max}} ) (( \mu \text{s} ))</th>
<th>( f_{\text{max}} ) (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laser A</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser B</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**FIG. 3.** (a) Calculation of the electric field in the center of the laser crystal as a function of the Hall angle \( \alpha_H \) for a geometry with the same dimensions as lasers A and B. (b) Total crystal volume with a uniform electric field for a geometry with the same \( L \) and \( w \) as laser B as a function of \( h \), for \( \alpha_H = 60° \). The data point corresponds to the dimensions of laser B.